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From time to time during the past twenty years our research laboratory 
has made rather complete analyses of 24-hour composite samples of cossettes. 
These samples are normally taken on the same day in October and cover 
six to ten factories, so located that we know they cover different climatic 
conditions and to some extent different soil types. By comparing these 
figures over a period of years we can recognize certain trends in quality of 
beets and try to correct them as far as possible by improved cultural methods 
and improved seed varieties. 

This year I decided it would be interesting to secure samples from a 
much wider area, so will in this paper report results of 24-hour composite 
cossette samples from the following ten factories: 

Brighton, Colorado 
Eaton, Colorado 
Brush, Colorado 
Gering, Nebraska 
Lovell, Wyoming 
Nyssa, Oregon 
Mason City, Iowa 
Garden City, Kansas 
Picture Butte, Alberta 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

The last three factories were chosen in order to include northern and 
southern latitudes, Picture Butte and Winnipeg being at a latitude of ap
proximately 50° and Garden City at 38°. The effect of latitude on the 
quality of beets is rather well known: a northern latitude normally produces 
a high quality beet. This year, however, the quality of beets at the two 
Canadian factories was below normal, particularly at Picture Butte, where 
I understand serious damage was done by root aphids. The Winnipeg area 
suffered a serious drouth during July, August and September which hurt 
the quality of beets grown there. 

On the whole, the analyses in the following tables show more uniformity 
in the ash constituents than I expected. The quality of beets was gener
ally good, being above 85.5 purity in all cases except Garden City. Climatic 
conditions at Garden City are those of a southern latitude, tending to 
produce beets of low purity and high ash content. It will always be true 
that a climate which produces excellent yields of corn will not produce high 
quality sugar beets. 
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Table 1.—Research Laboratory—The Great Western Sugar Company Analysis of Cossettes of 1949-50 Campaign. 

1 Purity of Press Juice 
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Table 2.—Analysis of Cossettes of 1949-50 Campaign—(Continued) 
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"Report of Studies on the Uniformity of Quality of Beet Sugar," that the 
average sugar loss in molasses for 35 non-Steffen factories in the U.S.A. for 
the last ten-year period was 2.13% on beets. 

It would be of interest if a number of sugar companies would make 
similar analyses of cossettes and report them at the next meeting of the 
Society. It would be of especial value to have more analyses from the non-
irrigated areas east of the Mississippi, from beets grown in the peat soils 
of California and from beets grown through the winter in the Imperial 
valley. 

I am indebted to our research staff for the detailed analyses reported 
in this paper, and to the various sugar companies which kindly furnished 
the samples of cossettes. 


